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1. Answer the following  questions.
[i]  Why did the  Emperor call the doctor  in  one  morning ?
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
[ii] Why did the Emperor ask  for a cup  of hot water ?
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

2. State true or false for the following sentence.
As he was leaving the Emperor s room, the doctor dropped some tea-leaves
into the Emperor s bathwater on purpose. --------------

3.  Give one word for the following.
[i] Something you cannot believe ------------------------------------------
[ii] Something you cannot count ------------------------------------------

4. Fill in the blanks with  ai,   ei,  ie,  e ,   or ea
[i]  c h _ w              [ii] s_ _ d        [iii] b e l _ _  v e     [iv] h _ _ g h t
[v]  g r _ _ t            [vi]  a g _  _ n

5. Find the correct spelling in each row and underline it.
[i] wunderful wonderful                    wonderfull
[ii]   emperor                 emperor emporer
[iii] oferred                    offerred offered
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6. Make the following sentences interrogative.
[i]  The  girls  are  reading  books.
[ii]  He  has  got  a  passport.
[iii]  The  workers  were  faithful  to  the  company.

7. Underline the subject in the following sentences.
[i]  The  water  in  the lake  shone  brightly in the moonlight.
[ii] On Sunday, a large number of people went to see the trade fair.
[iii] Don t throw stones at the animals.

8. Supply the subject in the following sentences. If no subject is needed just
put  [x].
[i]  A ________________ gives  the  meanings  of  words.

[ii]   ______________is  a  very  cunning  animal.

[iii] ______________ don t make the beach dirty.

9. Supply the predicate in the following sentences.
[i]  A year ________________________________________________.

[ii] The  Himalayas _________________________________________.

************
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